
 

Cheats In Fight Of The Characters 7.7b E

once the game loads up, select the extra fighting classes option from the first menu you see from the
fighter selection screen and then the fifth fighter from the list is named the skilled. go to the second

menu of the fighting classes and select the skilled class. it should appear on the list and in the bottom
left hand corner, read as follows: unlimited combo points in your first fight as a fighter, go to the
starting area and select tutorial. here you will see two fighters on screen. you can select another

fighter by tapping on the left or right side of the screen and just keep the left button pressed (don't
tap the top or bottom of the screen). you can also tap on the fighter you want to fight by tapping on
the fighter and the opponent you want to fight. tap on the top right of the fighter to start the battle,

tap on the bottom right to choose the best available punch, tap on the bottom left to select the special
attack. once the match has started tap on the screen to make your fighter perform a charge attack.
you will now see two red lights (each represent a certain number of hp) in the top right hand corner
and by tapping on the fighter's head you will be able to absorb that number of hp. if your opponent

tries to use a single attack of his, you can tap on the fighter's head to dodge it or tap on the
opponent's head to counterattack. if you successfully attack, the opponent will be stunned and you will

be able to use a combo attack. if you try to attack and fail, the opponent will not be stunned. if your
opponent tries to attack while you are stunned you can use an active ability or just wait it out. if you
can't use it, tap on the opponent's head to counterattack him. you can counterattack as long as you

have available abilities and your ap are not drained.
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5. Secret Musou Musou
may now have a secret
character. To obtain this

character, continue
playing the Main Story
after the introductory
stages until you are in
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Endurance Round 3. Now
as the final part of the

Endurance Round, fight
to the finale. This fight
will be harder than the

other Endure Rounds, as
the stage will become

filled with infinitely
respawning enemies.
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Some of these enemies
have a circle around

them. When you fight
such an enemy, it will

say "Secret Musou" in the
box below the opponent's
name, so you can know if

the opponent is the
Secret Musou character.
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Take note that just
because the opponent

has a circle around
him/her doesn't mean

that the opponent is the
Secret Musou character,
as most enemies have a

circle around them.
Defeat enemies using the
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Hammer Dive attack, and
you will encounter the

Secret Musou character.
You can take any Chaos
Soldier in the Maze, but

remember that the Chaos
Units are simply the

worst of the units. They
are usually slow, weak,
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and have low health, so it
is worth waiting until you

have a Field Unit as a
backup. Also remember
that the Chaos Units are
useless for completing

any of the levels without
training. For the Maze

levels, you usually don't
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need to fight them in the
maze proper, since you
can clear the maze at

normal speed, and Chaos
Units die a lot easier than
Field Units, so they're a

bit of a hassle. The cheat
below only works for the
combat sections of the
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game and is designed to
simply get you past the
intro stage of fighting
General Grievous. A

closer look at the other
characters and where

you can get into a fight.
The code is the same for
all characters and is used
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in place of the normal
controls in combat.
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